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The question of the influence of nonaxisymmetric field perturbations on tokamaks is
investigated. Recent experiments in the COMPASS-C tokamak [in Proceedings of the 15th
Symposium on Fusion Technology, Utrecht (North-Holland,
Amsterdam, 1989), Vol.
1, p. 3611 with externally applied helical fields reveal that magnetic islands do not appear until
the applied field exceeds a certain value, when plasma rotation and confinement are
affected. A new resistive magnetohydrodynamic model including plasma rotation now provides
an explanation of this threshold, and is quantitatively consistent with experimental
results in Ohmic plasmas. The results indicate the tolerable error fields in future tokamaks.
The effects of perturbations with various poloidal and toroidal mode numbers have
been studied.

I. INTRODUCTION
Field errors do and will exist at some level on all
present and future tokamaks. These can arise from a variety of sources including misalignments of the poloidal and
toroidal field coils, magnetic materials (e.g., in building
girders or ancilliary equipment), and eddy currents in the
structures. It has been observed experimentally, on DIIID, for example,’ that the presence of nonaxisymmetric
magnetic field errors can lead to degraded performance,
amongst a number of other effects. Many experiments have
been performed to study the effect of resonant magnetic
perturbations (RMP’s) on tokamak discharges, starting
with the Pulsator’ and ATC3 experiments in the mid-1970s
and continuing to the present.” It has been realized for
some time4’9 that it is not in general appropriate to calculate magnetic island widths by superposing the error fields
calculated in vacua, By, on the equilibrium magnetic field;
rather the plasma response should be included, although
this knowledge has seldom been applied to experiments.
Recent theoretical work” shows that plasma rotation also
plays a key role in the impact of error fields on tokamaks.
To investigate these issues a series of experiments has been
performed on COMPASS-C” to study, in a controlled
fashion, the effects of RMP’s on a variety of discharges.
The theoretical model” allows predictions to be made for
future large devices, such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ( ITERi2), and the COMPASS-C data permit this model to be extensively tested. A
more complete discussion of the results is in preparation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

COMPASS-C (now being replaced by COMPASS-D)
had major radius R = 0.557 m, minor radius a = 0.196 m,
plasma current Ip 5 200 kA, and toroidal field B4 6 1.75 T
and was equipped with a comprehensive set of external
conductors for the generation of a wide variety of magnetic
field perturbations.6 Sensitive magnetic pickup coils were
used for the detection of quasistationary helical structures
and changes as low as 0.1 G outside the vessel could be
measured, the poloidal field coils having been aligned to
413
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reduce error fields to below 0.5 G (toroidal mode number
Doppler spectrometer allows
measurements of the toroidal velocity v$“” of boron3 +
( BIV) impurity ions in Ohmic plasmas with good time and
velocity resolution, - 100 psec and 1 km set - ’ (equivalent to 0.3 kHz for n = 1 modes), respectively. COMPASS-C had been boronized and conditioned by glow discharge cleaning in helium prior to the hydrogen and
deuterium experiments described here, allowing access to
the low-density regime required for this work.
n = 1).13 A high-resolution

A. Field perturbations

with m=2,

n= 1

Figure 1 (a) shows the main effects to be discussed. An
RMP, with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m = 2,
n = 1 (predominantly), is applied during the flat-top portion of an Ohmic discharge with q$(a) -4.3 and a low
level of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity. It is seen
that there is little effect until a certain helical current is
reached, corresponding to By(2,l)
= 19 G at the limiter
(By/Be
= 2%) in this case. There is then a dramatic
change in the soft-x-ray flux, and the toroidal plasma rotation v? reverses. Modeling indicates that Brv radiation
derives from a zone about 5 cm radially in from the limiter,
2-4 cm outside the q = 2 surface. A reduction in rE (diamagnetic) is also observed which may be as great as
-4O%, and there is a concomitant rise in the loop voltage
(lp is feedback controlled). Reductions in the ion temperature (from neutral particle analysis of H and D temperatures, and the Doppler spectrometer measuring BIV) are
typically 5 10% so that most of the - 30% drop in energy
(in this case) is due to changes in the electron energy
content. This event (termed “penetration”)
is consistent
with the appearance of a magnetic island, as explained
below. More details are shown in Fig. 1 (b). Here the
BT(n = 1) signal is the difference between the total field
and the vacuum field at a locked mode detector (two saddle loops of extent he-45”, A4,70” at r = 0.29 m and
180” apart toroidally) and it is this signal that shows the
appearance of the magnetic island at 128 msec. As the
RMP is removed, the static mode structure starts to rotate,
when it is determined to be predominantly m = 2 from an
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FIG. 2. Solutions of the steady-statetearing-mode equation with helical
boundary conditions and no wall. (a): Vacuum field; (b): “untorn”; (c)
steady-statetom [A’( W) = 01. Note the difference between the three solutions at the position of a detector outside the plasma.
Jo = Jo{ - rz/02)6, q(0) = 0.6 is used: aAc(0) = 0.05 for m = 2.
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FIG. 1. (a) Penetration of applied m = 2, n = 1 RMP on COMPASS-C.
I?,+= 1.1T,q,(a) =4.25,&= 1.2x 10’9m-3,B;‘(a) = 14xZ,,, @A)
G. Note the reversal of rotation and loss of confinement. (b) Expanded
traces for the same shot. Note the change in B, at (a) the time of penetration ( 128 msec), and (b) the unlocking mode. The changesin u4 are
seento coincide with the penetration and unlocking events. o4> 0 corresponds to rotation with the electron drift, - JJen,

array of Mirnov coils just outside the limiter radius, so it is
presumed that the stationary mode is also primarily m = 2,
n = 1, although an m = 1 component is sometimes indicated by soft-x-ray signals. The mode frequency increases
to the normal m = 2 frequency on COMPASS-C, - 14
kHz, on a time scale -4 msec, similar to the global energy
confinement time, which has in turn been found to be similar to the global momentum confinement time on most
tokamaks.
B. interpretation

and simple model of penetration

Figure 1 (b) shows that the presence of plasma initially
reduces B,.( n = 1) below the vacuum field but when the
“penetration” event occurs, B,(n = 1) exceeds By (“amplification”). How this is related to the appearance of a
magnetic island may be understood in terms of a simple
MHD model. When there is an applied RMP, but no magnetic island, B,( 2,l) is zero at the resonant surface (r= rs).
This means that the radiaI field eigenfunction B,(r) is ev414
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erywhere lower than ,:,C (r), and this difference may be
detected outside the plasma. As the island appears B,(r)
increases. Figure 2 shows the three solutions of the cylindrical low-p tearing mode equation: vacuum, “untorn” (no
island), and the appropriate fulIy reconnected solution after penetration, The final solution satisfies A’( w) = 0
where A’( w) = [a ln(rB,)/&]T.
Here B, matches the helical boundary condition at the RMP coil and the island of
width Wspans rl<r$;r2 The equilibrium chosen for Fig. 2
in fact approximately reproduces the magnitude of the reduction and amplification (factor -2-4) observed in the
experiment before and after penetration [Fig. 1 (b)] [no
special significance should be attached to the value of q(0)
in the model since it is a consequence of the class of profiles
chosen-the
amplification is controlled mainly by the
shape off(r) in the environs of the magnetic island]. There
will be modest corrections (reductions) to the m = 2, n
= 1 island width due to plasma drag on the locked island”
and some changes due to toroidicity.‘4 The presence in the
experiment of only a small island ( W/a d 3%) before application of the RMP is consistent with the profile being
near marginal stability. Theoretically the amplification is a
function of the stab!lity of the initial equilibrium, and
larger for smaller 1A,(q) I, but the predicted’ singularity
in the amplification at A,(O) = 0 does not occur in a nonlinear calculation’4 [A& W) is defined in the same way as
A’( w), but for no RMP]. For large induced islands the
final island width is not directly related to A&O) but is
controlled by somewhat larger scale features of the current
profile. Experimentally, changes in the amplification are
observed for different conditions but these are rather weak,
as expected for the large islands induced on COMPASS-C.
Another check on A& W) is available from the decay rate
of the rotating island after the RMP is removed. If this
decay is fitted to a nonlinear island evolution modeli
Morris et al.
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FIG. 3. The penetration threshold as a function of density for ZP= 95 kA,
B, = 1.1 T [q*(a) -4.31. A: No penetration and the minimum value of A,
for constant B,/B,; 0: threshold. A theoretical scaling is also shown
(broken line), as are stimulated disruptions ( 0 ).

rRd( W/a)/dt
- aA& W) with the resistive time scale rR
defined as ~f12/~11 (r,), then A;( W) can be deduced, and
for a reasonable value of rR ( -50 msec), A;( W) fits the
values deduced for the natural - 3% island and the initial
fully penetrated island.16
A simplified explanation of the origin of the penetration threshold is as follows. Tearing modes in a normal
Ohmic discharge are observed to rotate with a frequency
& 14 kHz, faster than the impurity rotation frequency
and on the order of the sum of the electron diamagnetic
(~.,e) and E A B frequencies at rs17 A perturbation at frequency fRMP where lfRMP-f,l >y (the mode growth/
damping rate) leads to only a very small island since the
mode is being driven off resonance. There is, however, a
torque between this small island and the applied field tending to drag f, to fRMP(which is zero for static RMP’s).
Above some critical RMP level, this drag leads nonlinearly
to complete arrest of the island, and full penetration of the
applied perturbation. The threshold is found to be dictated
by the plasma inertia and viscosity (including poloidal flow
damping) as well as f, and geometric factors.‘0916 For typical COMPASS-C parameters, the dominant dependences
are given -by-BFreSh(2,l )/Bb = C”p”~‘r~
o.3( 1 r,Ab)0.5,
where BFhresh is the threshold value of p(r,),
p is the
mass density, and r& is a global momentum confinement
time. While the theory applies to machines of any size, this
particular power-law approximation is only valid for a
modest range of parameters: the exponents are changed
slightly for ITER, for example. The change in fluid velocity at penetration, fo, is taken to scale linearly with f, with
some experimental support. The coefficient C is a predicted
geometric factor which is here adjusted to fit the data (to
include profile effects for example) and - r& is evaluated
at the steady-state penetrated island width (it is the solution of a nonlinear equation, with a single well-behaved
415

positive real root for monotonic A,). In Fig. 3 the experimental threshold is seen to agree well with the predicted 2,
dependence (minor discrepancies can arise through indirect n, dependences). The theoretical curve is evaluated
with r$, Ah constant: the amplification of the applied RMP
by the plasma is not observed to change significantly with
ri@ so Ai = const is a reasonable approximation. Also
shown in this figure are points corresponding to stimulated
disruptions; they occur close to the penetration points because of the relatively high value of BFhreh(2,1 )/B$ on
COMPASS-C. It is also found that penetration and stimulated disruptions occur at lower RMP levels for lower
q(a), an effect that is mainly due to the J” - ’ variation of
the applied field. In addition, applying an RMP at the start
of the discharge did not lead to a sustained stationary island in the current rise-this is understood if the q = 2
surface first appears at the magnetic axis, when scenarios
can be constructed with B:‘(q = 2) remaining below the
threshold as the discharge grows.
Since arrest of the m = 2 island during the penetrated
phase is predicted, measurements of the fluid rotation are
of interest. Experimentally, the change in u$p coincides
with the penetration; also the recovery of the mode and
impurity velocities to their unperturbed values after removal of the RMP have identical time dependence, thus
providing compelling support for the model. The magnitude of the change in Us is in fact only about half of the
initial value of 2rRfs: this may be due to a reduction in ~*,e
as the profiles are modified by the induced island, or else
shear in LJ~(~). The reversal in U? is expected; a relative
velocity between the island and fluid frames will remain
when the island is locked to the RMP frame.
Figure 1 (b) shows one more important effect: there is
“hysteresis” in the mechanism. The RMP level at unlocking is less (by a factor - 2 when IRMP is reduced slowly)
than that at penetration. One explanation is that at penetration only a region of fluid close to the q = 2 surface is
slowed, with correspondingly large viscous forces opposing
the local change in velocity, whereas at unlocking the velocity perturbation has diffused, so the viscous force opposing the mode-lock force is reduced and can be balanced
by a smaller RMP. Since the density appears in the expression for the penetration point, a density threshold for constant RMP level is predicted and observed: reducing Zi,
results in penetration (on DIII-D’ as well as COMPASSC). It is found that hysteresis also applies to the density
threshold: increasing ?I, by up to a factor 2 during the
locked period does not lead to unlocking-in
fact unlocking by this method has not been observed on COMPASSC. For unlocking to occur with increasing Z,, the viscous
drag between the fluid frame and the locked mode frame
must increase with density to overcome the mode-locking
force, or else the mode-locking force must decrease due to
a reduction in W, either through inertial stabilization” or
due to a change in Ai, and so this hysteresis is not unexpected.
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C. RMP’s with other helicities
The same basic phenomena are observed when 3,2 and
4,2 RMPs are applied to similar discharges. Again the impurity rotation is changed, by a similar amount, although
for the 3,2 RMP, the BIV emission originates -5 cm from
the primary resonant surface. Together with the observation of very slow ( - 1 kHz) m = 2, n = 1 oscillations this
suggests that a large fraction of the plasma is indeed
slowed as indicated by the hysteresis effect described
above. The 2,l RMP’s lead to removal of the sawtooth at
the time of penetration (Fig. 1 ), but the 3,2 and 4,2 perturbations do not. A 1,l perturbation, on the other hand,
has very little effect even for By (m = 1, n = 1) as high as
30 0 As Im=l,n=l is raised, penetration and disruptions
RMP
are eventually observed, but this is believed to be due to
penetration of the 2,l sideband (produced by toroidal effects) .
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, Ohmic discharges in COMPASS-C have
been used to verify a model for the penetration of error
fields into tokamaks, where full penetration does not occur
if the frame of the tearing mode rotates with respect to the
error field. It is found that there is a sharp threshold in the
error field level, BFhresh (applied, q = 2)/B#, and the
threshold increases with density in accordance with the
model. Rotation measurements with submillisecond time
resolution confirm that the plasma rotation changes as the
island is formed. The model explains why small tokamaks
which rotate fast are apparently insensitive to coil misalignments: BLhresh (applied) /B+ - 2 X 10 - 3 for COMPASS-C, while a level of - 10 - 5 is predicted for OH discharges in the larger ITER device (R = 6 m), using
fo = 170 Hz, n = 3 X 1Or9m- 3, r& = 3.8 sec. The theoretical model suggests that the error field level that leads to
magnetic islands can be raised by injection of momentum.
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